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Mountainland
Flyer
Next Gathering

Monday, March 2, 2020
Arrive about 6:00 PM for food and socialization.
Program: B-25 Briefing by Gary Picou

February Meeting Report
The February 2020 Chapter 17 gathering was Monday Feb 3, at the 510 Center McGhee
Tyson, courtesy of the MKAA. After an invocation by Max Burnette, George Douglas introduced a dozen guests and new members.
Mr. Douglas announced that the chapter has been awarded the “Silver Award” by EAA HQ.
In fact, we deserve the Gold Award level, but the last criterion for that level, an EAA email
blast sent in December 2019 was for a 2020 event, so was not counted in our favor. Stay
tuned for the appeal decision.
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Greg Long
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John Williams announced that his RANS S-21 Outbound kit, which was delivered last fall, is
98% complete. It is based at Oliver Springs [TN08].

Newsletter Editor
Jerry Depew
editor@eaa17.org

The guest speakers this month were Juliette and Roger Cosh, with their account of a coastto-coast trip last October. Over the course of nine days they travelled from St. Simon Island,
Georgia, to Oceanside, California. Half of their stopovers were camping by the plane, while
the rest of the rest stops were hotels.
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Juliette was concerned about getting the 180 HP Cherokee over the Rocky Mountains, but
with advice from EAA and 02 on board, they made it easily, through the Southern end at
Guadalupe Mountains. Heading westward, they were funneled into a GA traffic corridor
along the border, with the “Wall” visible.
Coming home they flew over the Grand Canyon, landing at Grand Canyon Valle [40G]. After
3,860 nm, 39 hours aloft, at 99 knots average, 18 take offs and an equal sum of landings,
Juliette and Roger arrived back at Monroe county. Thanks, to you both. after showing us the
way to the Bahamas, and the Pacific, where are we going next?
Next for Roger and Juliette is an RV-14A, whose tail feathers were delivered January 17 th.
Following their presentation, George announced that Chapter 17 is sending three teens to
the summer EAA Air Academy camp in Oshkosh. Jesse Kyle, Jacob Katz and Sarah Stanley
will spend a week at the Air Academy Lodge, overlapping with AirVenture, sponsored by
Chapter 17.
Robert Berlin then announced that our chapter will host the “Aluminum Overcast” over Memorial Day weekend. In addition to that hugely popular flying attraction, EAA’s just restored
B-25 Mitchell bomber, “Berlin Express” will join the B-17, using Knoxville as the kickoff
point. EAA’s decision to start here is due in part to the success with “Aluminum Overcast” in
June 2018. Cadres of volunteers will be needed to pull this off. People will be needed to
man information stations, help EAA people sell tickets and merchandise. Corporate sponsorships will be desirable, and some great social media presence will be helpful. The last visit
was a huge success for Chapter 17,
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Message from your President
George Douglas, President EAA Chapter 17
For our next gathering ,Monday March 2nd, our Secretary and Aviation Historian, Gary Picou, will be presenting on the B-25 WW-ll aircraft. This is timely since we will be hosting EAA’s B-25 along with their B17 over the coming Memorial Day holiday.
Our chapter is sending 3 youngsters in July to the EAA Air Academy Camp. The 3 are presently enrolled
in Jesse Katz’s Youth Sky Ranch Program. Sarah Stanley, Jesse Kyle, and Jacob Katz have all been accepted. They had to write a paragraph for each of the following questions:
1. Why do you want to attend the EAA Air Academy?
2. What aviation experiences, education, or training do you have to date?
3. What aviation experiences would you like to gain from your EAA Air Academy experience?
4. What aviation related career goals do you have that could be further advanced from your experiences
at the EAA Air Academy? Their acceptance was based on these answers.
This is a first for our chapter. Go to www.eaa.org and do a search for info on the various camps that are
held in Oshkosh each summer to learn more.
For those of you that attended our Banquet last month, how many have you finished reading the books
you ordered on CarolAnn Garratt’s round the world trips? I finished her last one “Upon Silver Wings lll”
and it was really a great read. All the proceeds of her book sales go to research in fighting the terminal
disease of ALS. You can contact one of our Banquet committee folks to get info on ordering additional
books.
Roger Cosh has joined Stephen Wickizer as Co-Young Eagle Coordinators for our chapter. Linwood Stevenson has stepped down to volunteer in other areas of our chapter when and where needed. This is
not Roger’s first rodeo, as he held this position in his previous chapter before moving to Tennessee.
Jim Auman, one of our 3 tech counselors, just returned from
Lycoming’s factory school up in Williamsport PA. This was
timely as he heard I was doing a field overhaul on my 0-320
Lycoming engine and has provided me with a lot of current
info. This has saved me the time of researching SB’s and
the like. Tech counselor Max Burnette is also reaching out to
assist me and even Marvin McGraw our other Tech Counselor has giving me some advice on rudder trimming for my
new to me RV9A I purchased a few months ago. We have the
best support group for our Experimental builders, as well as
our pilots that fly Certified Aircraft. Use them!
For our social time Helen Picou has volunteered to cook her
special White Chicken Chili for us, giving Shirley a break. As
usual please bring something to share, especially deserts!
George filling in for Newsletter photographer Jerry Depew at February meeting.
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Monroe County Flyers,
The month of March is almost here, and some important dates to
pencil in on your calendar are coming up! On March 7th, a potluck
is being held in celebration and recognition for Clyde Mullins receiving the Wright Brothers Master Pilot Award. Everyone is invited
to come out. March 14th is the second Saturday breakfast, and we are hoping for
our dear old friend, good-weather, to show up!
Also, our newly implemented airport volunteer schedule is in full affect. If you would
like to help out one day a month, please email Ashton Martin. We appreciate every
helping hand around the airport!

SHORT NOTICE AVIATION POSSIBILITIES (SNAP)
With the short days and cold weather we find ourselves closer to home and have now
met several times just to fly to Downtown Island Airport to borrow the crew car for a
visit to one of the near by eateries. Not much interest to the local pilots but fun for
those of us based at outlying airports.
MORRISTOWN had their year end Christmas dinner (brunch) and live music at the
airport on the first Saturday of the month with great weather and attendance. So
many in fact that they were running out of food. As President Karen Hughes said, You
cant just run out and buy extra ham and turkey. Their EAA Chapter 1494 presented
WWII bomber crew member Lt. Col Bob Harmon with an Aluminum Overcast bomber
jacket in appreciation for his service. He was a Navigator with a crew who flew several B-17’s, one of which was named Hellcat Agnes. Their crew called themselves
“One Mo’ Time”.
Morristown will not have another breakfast until March 7 when they resume the First
Saturday of the month breakfast.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dan Valle, Chapter 17 Member offers Aircraft Certs & ADS-B
For VFR $85, with Mode S VFR $100...Less than 30 minutes
For IFR $275, Mode S $300...About 2 hours
He has an additional service for our members to help with the paperwork and or install the uAvionix Sky
and Tail Beacons for ADS-B out, as he is a dealer for them and can offer a slight discount to our members.
If enough folks sign up for service, he will come to you, Or, if owners don't mind the short flight to TN44,
he can handle here. Contact Dan Valle Cell 313-539-9818

A portion of the proceeds from members certification testing is returned to Chapter 17
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LONG on Safety
Wind Shear
By Greg Long
Wind shear refers to the variation of wind over either horizontal or vertical distances. Pilots generally regard significant wind shear to be a horizontal change in airspeed of
30 knots (15 m/s) for light aircraft. Vertical speed changes greater than 4.9 knots (2.5 m/s) also qualify as significant wind shear for aircraft.
Wind shear poses the greatest danger to aircraft during takeoff and landing, when the airplane is
close to the ground and has little time or room to maneuver. During landing, the pilot has already reduced engine power and may not have time to increase speed enough to escape the
downdraft. During takeoff, an aircraft is near stall speed and thus is very vulnerable to wind
shear.
Wind shear is usually associated with one of the following:
•
•

•
•
•

Turbulence where violent air movement (up- or down-draughts or swirling or rotating air
patterns)
Sudden increase or reduction of airspeed
Sudden increase or decrease of groundspeed and/or drift.
Rotor action or down-draughts in the lee of mountains
Microbursts and thunderstorms

Pilots need to recognize quickly when wind shear is affecting the aircraft and avoid if possible,
especially on take offs and landings.
For more information refer to FAA wind shear circular

ADVERTISEMENT
Soar with Stevenson
Chapter 17’s Linwood Stevenson, an internationally recognized soaring record holder is
offering Glider introduction flights for members at Chilhowee Gliderport. If interested,
email contact@eaa17.org for details.
A portion of the proceeds from members flights is
returned to Chapter 17

Knoxville Tennessee
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Remote Identification of Unmanned Aircraft Systems
FAA PROPOSED RULE 2019-1100-0001
Summary: This action would propose implementing system(s) for the remote identification of certain unmanned aircraft systems. The remote identification of unmanned aircraft systems in the
national airspace system would further address security and law enforcement concerns...

This comment comes from the Valley Flyers of Sweetwater, TN AMA# 4207
02/25/2020

The Valley Flyers are a small AMA CBO whose flying field is a small
private airport (TN64) shared with ultra light and Light Sport aircraft.
We have a club shelter and commode on the property and we are
charged with maintaining the runway. We have operated at this location within class G airspace without serious incident or over 20 years.
We submit that we have been well integrated with the national airspace and general aviation at this location.

We have noticed changes already that indicate this proposed rule will have an adverse effect on traditional model
aviation (TMA):
Costs: Our current field use cost amounts to $65 per member plus volunteer time to maintain the field and structures. In addition, the AMA has a membership fee of $65 now the FAA is suggesting charges not only for individual
registration but additional fees for each model aircraft. The average modeler has 10-12 models. When we explain
this to perspective members they shrug and say, “and the FAA is involved?… forget it”. Even some long time
members are saying the same things.
Airborne Flight Identification: (Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS-B)) This system allows tracking, identification, and alerts for approaching aircraft. It was developed for aircraft and commercial drones. One system currently weighs 20 grams excluding antennas and wiring which is more than the weight of two servos in small R/C aircraft. A price of $250 and up per unit is far more than many small aircraft cost. The current rule directs that all
UAS incorporate this technology. We do not believe this technology is needed for TMA line of sight operations. If we
cannot prevail with this request, we urge that such units must be transferable between aircraft or costs reduced to
acceptable levels say $35.
Club flying sites: Our CBO, the AMA provides a number of services for modelers including general rules for safe flying. Now the FAA rule creates Federally Recognized Identification Areas, (FRIA). This would permit models which
are at least 51% constructed by the modeler to fly at the FAA approved site without onboard in flight identification
to assure safe integration into the nation’s airspace... Which we have been doing safely on our own for a century!
We cannot understand the 51% rationalization. The 51% construction rule exception proposal as related to FRIAs
must be eliminated as it makes no sense in the world of TMA whether a model is a home built or factory built. Both
should be able to fly without remote ID at the FRIA sites.
We suggest that the FAA allow all non ID (ADS-b) equipped models to fly at our current CBO/AMA flying sites. In
addition, FRIA’s should not expire and the FAA should be prepared to create new ones as few sites are permanent.
Since most TMA flying sites are known the AMA, the FAA should include the locations on sectionals and provide
NOTAMS to alert pilots TMA operations at these locations. Information on sectionals would soon be updated on the
cockpit displays pilots use for navigation. 90% of TMA integration into national airspace is flying is thereby resolved.
Individual Flying / Geofencing This option allows flying in a 400’ “bubble” controlled by software within the model
provided the FAA provides permission for the location. We must to object to the concept of R/C flying within a four
hundred foot ”Bubble” controlled from the model. Only control line aircraft sort of operate in this manner. Safe
R/C operations require that the model operate within a box that the pilot stands outside of. Depending on the size
(Continued on page 6)
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of the model this box may extend much further- on the horizontal - 5-700 feet would not be unusual. The 400’ altitude restriction would severely impact thermal soaring and maneuvering by high performance models.
The rule further provides that the FAA must be notified and provide permission prior to any flying, in one’s back
yard, school field or local lake or pond etc.
Our Club rule is : Fly within “visual line of sight” and “stop , look, and listen -avoid full scale aircraft” either by immediate landing or moving to airspace where no harm can come – and it works without undue government burden
or interference!
It is well known that model aviation provides a gateway for youth to later become involved with aviation. The rules
as currently written will create an unnecessary and burdensome bureaucratic and financial impact on traditional
modelers, youths and others entering the hobby, the hobby industry and even the FAA. The FAA must assure that
adoption of the rule will not adversely affect traditional model aviation either in expense or opportunity. In addition,
We sincerely implore you to seriously consider remarks of the AMA, FAA, AOPA and the Model Aviation Coalition.
Other Considerations:

1) Control line and free flight aircraft should be totally exempt from the rule.
2) ADS-b for traditional model aviation should not be required for flying under 400’ in class G airspace
3) ADS-b technology and expense needs further refining for the masses.
4) TMA’s should not need individual identification. Most modelers have several aircraft. Some have a life span
of 30 seconds, some thirty years. Some are retired for years then brought back on line. Keeping track of this
administratively this would be a nightmare and burden for all. There are millions of models out there. How
many civil aircraft are there? The single registration of the TMA pilot as is now required should continue instead.
5) Momentary trespasses above 400’ during aerobatics should not be considered a violation.

Michael Ingram: President, AMA 256412
Wayne Phelps : Vice President, AMA 654645
Tony Grubbs: Treasurer, AMA 902392
Stephen D Curran, Secretary AMA 99192

Use Amazon Smile and your purchase benefits EAA Chapter 17
AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to support your favorite
charitable organization every time you shop, at no cost to you. When you
shop at AmazonSmile, you’ll find the exact same low prices, vast selection and convenient shopping experience as Amazon.com, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price
to your favorite charitable organization.
Go to smile.amazon.com and search for Experimental Aircraft Association, Knoxville Tennessee (for
some reason known only to Amazon, Chapter 17 doesn’t appear).
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Come join us for fun and education with other aviators. Visit www.eaa.org/calendar to access a comprehensive list of events that you can filter to match your location, range, interest and schedule.

 Mar. 2, 6:00 PM The First Monday of the month EAA Chapter 17 meeting at 510 Center

building at McGhee Tyson airport, 2950 Airfield Service Dr. Alcoa TN 37701 (Near the airport Hilton). Briefing for the B-25 "Berlin Express" that visits with "Aluminum Overcast"
(B-17) Memorial Day Weekend.

 Mar. 7, Morristown resumes their First Saturday Breakfast at Morristown, (KMOR)
 Mar. 7, First Saturday Breakfast. Winchester (BGF) (135 miles from DKX)
 Mar. 7, First Saturday Breakfast and program. EAA Chapter 690 at Gwinnett Co. (LZU) (137
miles from DKX)
 Mar. 14, Second Saturday Omelet Breakfast. Monroe Co (MNV) (41 miles from DKX)






Mar. 21, Third Saturday CAP Breakfast at Cleveland (RZR) (73 miles from DKX)
Mar. 28, Fourth Saturday CAP Breakfast at Dayton (2A0) (68 miles from DKX)
Mar. 27-29, Uncle John's Triple Tree Fly In (SC00)
Feb. 29,

Fifth Saturday breakfast at Lebanon (M54)

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
 Memorial Day Weekend (May 23-25, 2020) Chapter 17 hosts EAA's B-17 "Aluminum
Overcast" AND B-25 "Berlin Express" at McGhee Tyson Airport.
You WILL want to volunteer for this mission. Details Forthcoming .

Short Notice Aviation Plans (SNAP) Any weekday that the
weather is good. Why wait for a weekend?
Ready to schedule:
 Group Fly Out to the Tennessee Museum Of Aviation in Sevierville.
 Group Fly Out to Andrews, NC (KRHP) to see Jerry Stadtmiller
and look at his Antique Aircraft Restoration and Repair operation. (53 miles from DKX)

 Fly Out to EAA Chapter 242 in Columbia, SC. Trade Airplane Rides
Guest Speakers ready to meet with EAA Chapter 17:







Tom and Pat Roush flying balloons in Austria.
TEMPEST Spark Plugs with Vince Bechtel.
A continuation of ForeFlight training.

Future plans include a seminar on Mountain Flying.
Aerobatics Seminar? Do You have a meeting suggestion?

Knoxville Tennessee
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EAA Chapter 17’s mission is the promotion of education in
aeronautics, flying safety, navigation, amateur or homebuilt aircraft, antique aircraft restoration and construction,
and related aero-sciences. To foster aviation, education,
and progress in light aircraft development and other closely
related phases of aviation. And to maintain a non-profit cooperative association to obtain instruction and education in
aviation.

Your EAA Membership
Chapter 17 maintains our membership records. This is important for two reasons. First, and most important, we use
the info to correspond with our members. Second, we are required to provide EAA Headquarters with a current chapter roster each year. To help update our records, we are asking everyone to please provide the following: Name, Address, Phone Number, Email Address, and EAA member number.
Finally, we can’t emphasize enough the importance of full EAA membership. This is especially critical in the current
climate of proposed GA user fee increases and other threats to your freedom to fly! For $40 a year for a single EAA
membership or $50 a year for family membership, you can add your clout to the battle, as well as get a great magazine in Sport Aviation each month and lots of other member benefits. If you are not a current member of the international EAA organization, please join or renew your membership. Go to http://www.eaa.org/memberbenefits.html, or
call 800-843-3612.
In the words of Vintage Aircraft Association President, Geoff Robison, “”Let’s all pull in the same direction for the
good of aviation. Remember, we are better together. Join us and have it all”

CHAPTER 17 MEETINGS ARE NOW ON THE FIRST MONDAY OF
THE MONTH, UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED!
EAA Chapter 17
Membership Renewal
Name:_______________________________ EAA Member #______________
Address:_________________________________________________________
Email:___________________________ Phone:_________________________
Project or current aircraft or interest:____________________________________
Type of Registration: Regular: ($20) Family: ($20), list names:____________________________________________
Student (Free for EAA Student members):
Address, email, and phone info is used to update CH 17 records, is voluntary, and is not shared outside of CH 17. EAA
Member # is required for our annual EAA Chapter renewal.
Please print, fill out, and bring to the next meeting, or mail to CH 17 Treasurer, at the below address. Please include a
check for $20.00 made to EAA Chapter 17.
Online registration (eaa17.org/membership/) available using a credit card or Pay Pal
Thanks for your continued support!
Renew online or by mail to:
Chapter 17
C/O PS Engineering
9800 Martel Road
Lenoir City TN 37772
Total amount of check $_____
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